As we told you in the last newsletter one of our
Reception pupils won a prize in the Kensington &
Chelsea Road Safety and School Travel Artwork
Competition and in January he went to
Kensington Town Hall with his teacher to receive
his prize.
It is very gratifying that one of our children won
because of the volume of entries which were
submitted from all the schools in the borough.
Our winner at the Kensington Town Hall for the awards evening.

The topic for the Nursery this term was Our Neighbourhood and the children had a very
interesting time visiting the different services (shops, post office, restaurants etc.) which
the area provides. These pictures are of a day in which they were observing the street
furniture to link it to the Maths topic of Shape.
A circle

A square

The Road Safety Team who provided the scooter training last term came back this term
to train the children to be responsible pedestrians in this very busy part of London.

STOP, LOOK and LISTEN before crossing

We have been making the best use possible of our shiny new kitchen (and cook) and our children
deepened their understanding of the topic Food and Health in erudite and delicious ways.
Our Year 1 and Reception class learned how to make bread.
The sense of achievement the children felt was nearly
as good as the smell of the newly baked bread!
Fragrant School-made bread

Mixing ingredients to prepare the
dough for the bread

Reception also made some scones and invited their
parents to a coffee morning in school so that they too
could sample the goods.
Delicious scones

Our cook Jenny helping the
children to cut out scones’
shapes

As also did our outing to Pizza Metro Pizza where the children stretched out their pizza bases and
then each designed their own pizzas with the variety of toppings which were laid out centrally.
We all had a delicious time eating our own creations!

Children at Pizza Metro Pizza

We leave you with our best wishes for a

Very Happy Easter holiday

